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THE FUTURE



METATRAVEL
Hospitality is being reimagined for  

the metaverse.

The metaverse is revolutionizing travel experiences, as physical destinations 
begin to blur with fantastical virtual worlds. 

After opening its first real-world hotel in Manchester in the United Kingdom in 
2021, design-led hotel brand Leven announced in 2022 that its second location 
would be in Decentraland. The Levenverse is a digital amenity space offering 
activities, networking, and wellness events. “By integrating the real-world 
hospitality experience with the virtual world through brand collaborations, art, 
design, and activations, travelers in both spaces will be able to experience 
unique social and game experiences IRL and AFRL (away from real life),” 
Timothy Griffin, Leven cofounder and principal at Wellbrook Hospitality, tells 
Wunderman Thompson Intelligence.  

Tapping into the world of augmented reality (AR), Moxy Hotels, part of Marriott 
International, launched the Moxy Universe, Play Beyond AR experience in July 

The Levenverse
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2022. The experience allowed visitors to create their own avatars in the Moxy 
Universe, which transcended the digital into the physical hotels as a series of 
AR challenges. Avatars could join visitors while they had a drink in the hotel bar, 
in their private hotel rooms, or even during an exercise session at the gym. The 
experience was available at 12 Moxy Hotels across the Asia-Pacific region from 
July to December 2022.

Luxury travel company Brown & Hudson is already delivering meta travel 
experiences for its high-net-worth clientele. A new metaverse collection 
includes Capo, where virtual reality capabilities in the metaverse allow clients  
to re-experience trips they have already enjoyed in the real world. With a 
videographer capturing the action IRL, holidaymakers are able to retrace their 
steps in a more immersive way than through photos alone, reliving happy 
memories and continuing to explore long after they’ve arrived home.

WHY IT’S INTERESTING 
Hospitality brands are stepping in to act as home bases and guides for a rising 
class of metatourists. Joshua Senior, cofounder of Leven and director at Branco 
Capital, predicts that “as the metaverse evolves from a sci-fi concept into a 
reality, every industry disrupted by the digital era will feel its impact. We believe 
the potential for creative hospitality brands is limitless.”

Above: Moxy Universe
Right: Oetker Collection and Drest partner on a luxury hotel avatar styling game
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